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Without resorting to special treatments for each individual test case, the 1D and 2D CE/SE
shock-capturing schemes described in Part I [ 1] are used to simulate flows involving phenomena
such as shock waves, contact discontinuities, expansion waves and their interactions. Five 1D
and six 2D problems are considered to examine the capability and robustness of these schemes.
Despite their simple logical structures and low computational cost (for the 2D CE/SE shock-
capturing scheme, the CPU time is about 2/,tsecs per mesh point per marching step on a Cray
C90 machine), the numerical results, when compared with experimental data, exact solutions or
numerical solutions by other methods, indicate that these schemes can accurately resolve shock
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Figure 1: A staggered space-time mesh with the spatial boundaries at j = + jb (jb = 2).
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Figure 2: The computation domain and the shock
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Figure 3: The spatial locations and the mesh indices (r, s) of mesh points used in
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Figure 4: The spatial locations and the mesh indices (r, s) of mesh points used in a problem
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Figure 7: The CE/SE solution and the exact solution of the shock-wave merging
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Figure 8: The CE/SE solution and the exact solution of the shock-wave merging
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Figure 9: The CE/SE solution and the exact solution of the shock-wave merging
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Figure 10: The CE/SE solution and the exact solution of the shock-wave merging
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Figure 14: The CE/SE solution and the exact solution of the waves
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Figure 15: The CE/SE solution and the exact solution of the waves in a
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Figure 16: The CE/SE solution and the exact solution of the waves in a
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Figure 17: The CE/SE solution and the exact solution of the waves in a
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Figure 18: Pressure contours and pressure coefficient at y = 0.5 of the
oblique shock problem (60x20 mesh).
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Figure 19: Pressure contours and pressure coefficient at y = 0.5 of the
oblique shock problem (120x40 mesh).
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Figure 21: Density contours of the 2D supersonic flow past a step problem
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Figure 22: The initial conditions and geometry (cross section) of a cylindrical shock tube
for the blast wave problem.
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Figure 24: Pressure contours of the blast wave problem at eight different time levels.
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Figure 26: The computational domain and density contours at three different
time levels of the diffraction of shock wave down a step problem (first case).
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Figure 27: Experimental results of the diffraction of shock wave down a
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Figure 28: The computational domain and density contours at three different time
levels of the diffraction of shock wave down a step problem (second case).
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Figure 29: Experimental results of the diffraction of shock wave down a







Figure 30: Shock moving past a wedge with a dust layer.
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Figure 31" The computational domain of the dust layer problem.
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Figure 32: Density contours for the dust layer problem (Ow = 30 °) at four
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Figure 34: Density contours at t = 3.0 for the dust layer problem ( Ow = 40°).
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Figure 35: A schlieren photography for (0w = 20°).
Figure 36: A schlieren photography for (0w = 30°).
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Figure 38: Pressure contours for implosion/explosion in a square box with
different initial shock wave configurations.
(a) an equilateral triangle. (b) a square.
(c) a regular pentagon.
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Figure 39: Density contours for implosion/explosion in a square box with
different initial shock wave configurations.
(a) an equilateral triangle. (b) a square.
(c) a regular pentagon.
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Figure 40: Pressure contours for implosion/explosion of a hexagonal shock in a
square box.
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Figure 41" Density contours for implosion/explosion of a hexagonal shock in a
square box.
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